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Head First PMP
Jennifer Greene 2018 "Covers PMBOK guide, 6th edition"--Cover.
Project Management JumpStart
Kim Heldman 2018-10-16 An informative introduction for those considering a career in
project management Project Management JumpStart offers a clear, practical introduction to the complex world of project
management, with an entertaining approach based on real-world application. Fully revised to align with a Guide to the
Project Management Body of Knowledge –PMBOK Guide©, 6th edition, this book provides an overview of the field followed by
an exploration of current best practices. The practical focus facilitates retention by directly linking critical
concepts to your everyday work, while the close adherence to PMBOK guidelines makes this book the perfect starting point
for those considering certification to earn either PMP or CompTIA Project+ credentials. Project management is a topfive, in-demand skill in today’s workplace, and the demand has spread far beyond IT to encompass nearly every industry;
any organization that produces goods or services, whether for profit or not, has a vested interest in ensuring that
projects are completed on time, on budget, and to the satisfaction of the client—this is the heart of the project
management function. Let Kim Heldman, bestselling author of PMP Study Guide and CompTIA Project+ Study Guide, walk you
through the basic principles and practices to help you build a strong foundation for further training. Understand
current project management methods and practices Explore project management from a practical perspective Delve into
illustrative examples that clarify complex issues Test your understanding with challenging study questions Trillions of
dollars are invested in various projects around the world each year, and companies have learned that investing in
qualified project management professionals pays off in every aspect of the operation. If you’re considering a career in
project management, Project Management JumpStart provides an excellent introduction to the field and clear direction for
your next steps.
Project Management Metrics, KPIs, and Dashboards
Harold Kerzner 2017-10-16 Harold Kerzner’s essential strategies on
measuring project management performance With the growth of complex projects, stakeholder involvement, and advancements
in visual-based technology, metrics and KPIs (key performance indicators) are key factors in evaluating project
performance. Dashboard reporting systems provide accessible project performance data, and sharing this vital data in a
concise and consistent manner is a key communication responsibility of all project managers. This third edition of
Kerzner's groundbreaking work, Project Management Metrics, KPIs, and Dashboards: A Guide to Measuring and Monitoring
Project Performance, helps functional managers gain a thorough grasp of what metrics and KPIs are and how to use them.
Plus, this edition includes new sections on processing dashboard information, portfolio management PMO and metrics, and
BI tool flexibility. • Offers comprehensive coverage of the different dashboard types, design issues, and applications
Provides full-color dashboards from some of the most successful project management companies, including IBM, Microsoft,
and others Aligns with PMI’s PMBOK® Guide and stresses value-driven project management PPT decks are available by
chapter and a test bank will be available for use in seminar presentations and courses Get ready to bolster your
awareness of what good metrics management really entails today—and be armed with the knowledge to measure performance
more effectively.
Revised an Introduction to Project Management, Fourth Edition
Kathy Schwalbe 2013 Note: This revision only changes
Appendix A to provide instructions for using Microsoft Project 2013 vs. 2010 in the original fourth edition (plus some
corrections). This book provides up-to-date information on how good project, program, and portfolio management can help
you achieve organizational success. It includes over 50 samples of tools and techniques applied to one large project,
and it is suitable for all majors, including business, engineering, and more. This text uses a chronological approach to
project management, with detailed explanations and examples for initiating, planning, executing, monitoring and
controlling, and closing projects.
Earned Value Management
Roland Wanner 2013-04-05 Haben Sie Leistung, Kosten und Termine Ihrer Projekte im Griff ? Das
Controlling und Reporting von Projektkosten, Terminen, technischem Fortschritt und Risiken erhält einen immer grösseren
Stellenwert im Projektmanagement. Mit EARNED VALUE MANAGEMENT (EVM) erhalten Sie als Project Manager ein sehr
wirkungsvolles Werkzeug, mit dem Sie Ihr Projektcontrolling noch effektiver machen und so die notwendige Transparenz und
Sicherheit in Ihre Projekte bringen. EVM eignet sich nicht nur für Projekte in der Industrie und im Maschinenbau,
sondern auch für IT - und Softwareprojekte. EVM unterstützt die Projektarbeit, speziell die Projektplanung,
Projektüberwachung und Projektsteuerung. Earned Value Management ist mehr als nur Earned Value Analyse oder Software,
die ein paar Kennzahlen liefert. Es ist eine strukturierte Projektmanagement-Methode und liefert Ihnen Antworten auf
folgenden Fragen: Meine Projekt IST-Kosten sind geringer als die PLAN-Kosten. Läuft das Projekt gut, oder ist es im
Rückstand? Meine Projekt IST-Kosten sind höher als die PLAN-Kosten, und das Projekt ist halb fertiggestellt. Was kostet
das Projekt, wenn es fertig ist? Können wir die derzeitige Kostenüberschreitung wieder aufholen, oder wie viel wird
diese bei Projektende betragen? Wann werden wir das Projekt fertiggestellt haben? Mit den Antworten auf diese Fragen
kennen Sie schnell die Gesundheit Ihres Projektes. Zu optimistische Einschätzungen bezüglich dem wirklichen
Projektfortschritt werden mit den EVM-Kennzahlen schnell aufgedeckt. So erhalten Sie frühe Warnsignale um das Projekt
erfolgreich zu steuern. Mit diesem Buch entdecken Sie das beste Projektcontrolling-Instrument Entstehung von Earned
Value Management Was ist Earned Value Management und warum brauchen wir es? Projektplanung beim Earned Value Management
Die Berechnung des Earned Values und dessen abgeleiteten Kennzahlen Projektüberwachung mit EVM-Leistungskennzahlen
Projektprognosen Earned Value Management Reporting und Softwarewerkzeuge Earned Value Management bei agilen Software und IT Projekten Earned Schedule - zeitbasierte EVM-Kennzahlen Einführung von Earned Value Management Earned Value
Management und Risikomanagement Dieses Buch enthält ein umfassendes Fallbeispiel, mehr als 70 hilfreiche Grafiken sowie
einige Berechnungsbeispiele, z.B. die EVM-Berechnung mit MS Excel. Auch wie EVM im Projektportfoliomanagement /
Multiprojektmanagement angewendet wird oder Software für EVM wird detailliert beschrieben. Die verwendeten Fachbegriffe
in diesem Buch sind identisch mit dem PMBOK(r) Guide Fifth Edition 2013 des PMI Mit diesem Buch erhalten Projektleiter,
Programm-Manager, Projektcontroller und Projektportfolio-Manager ein unentbehrliches Hilfsmittel sowie Ausbildungs- und
Nachschlagewerk.
Successful Project Management
Jack Gido 2014-02-28 Gido/Clements's best-selling SUCCESSFUL PROJECT MANAGEMENT, 6E
presents everything you need to know to work successfully in today's exciting project management environment, from the

organization and management of effective project teams to planning, scheduling, and cost management. Revised chapters
closely align with the PMBOK (Project Management Body of Knowledge) framework to ensure that you are mastering today's
best management practices. Coverage of the latest business developments and challenges introduce issues such as project
constraints, the project charter, and how projects relate to an organization's strategic plan. You even gain experience
working with the latest version of today's most popular project management software--Microsoft Project 2013--using the
trial version that is available to download on the student companion site. Important Notice: Media content referenced
within the product description or the product text may not be available in the ebook version.
Software War Stories
Donald J. Reifer 2013-10-14 A comprehensive, practical book on software management that dispels
real-world issues through relevant case studies Software managers inevitably will meet obstacles while trying to deliver
quality products and provide value to customers, often with tight time restrictions. The result: Software War Stories.
This book provides readers with practical advice on how to handle the many issues that can arise as a software project
unfolds. It utilizes case studies that focus on what can be done to establish and meet reasonable expectations as they
occur in government, industrial, and academic settings. The book also offers important discussions on both traditional
and agile methods as well as lean development concepts. Software War Stories: Covers the basics of management as applied
to situations ranging from agile projects to large IT projects with infrastructure problems Includes coverage of topics
ranging from planning, estimating, and organizing to risk and opportunity management Uses twelve case studies to
communicate lessons learned by the author in practice Offers end-of-chapter exercises, sample solutions, and a blog for
providing updates and answers to readers' questions Software War Stories: Case Studies in Software Management mentors
practitioners, software engineers, students and more, providing relevant situational examples encountered when managing
software projects and organizations.
Effective Project Management
Robert K. Wysocki 2013-12-16 The popular guide to the project management body of
knowledge, now fully updated Now in its seventh edition, this comprehensive guide to project management has long been
considered the standard for both professionals and academics. With more than 32,000 copies sold in the last three
editions, it has now been fully updated to cover the new PMBOK® Guide. Well-known expert Robert Wysocki has added more
than 100 pages of new content based on instructor feedback, enhancing the coverage of best-of-breed methods and tools
for ensuring project management success. With enriched case studies, accompanying exercises and solutions on the
companion website, and PowerPoint slides for all figures and tables, the book is ideal for instructors and students as
well as active project managers. Serves as a comprehensive guide to project management for both educators and project
management professionals Completely updated to cover the new PMBOK® Guide Examines traditional, agile, and extreme
project management techniques; the Enterprise Project Management Model; and Kanban and Scrumban methodologies Includes a
companion website with exercises and solutions and well as PowerPoint slides for all the figures and tables used Written
by well-known project management expert Robert Wysocki Effective Project Management, Seventh Edition remains the
comprehensive resource for project management practitioners, instructors, and students. (PMBOK is a registered mark of
the Project Management Institute, Inc.)
Fundamentals of Project Management
Joseph Heagney 2012 Project Management.
Case Studies in Project, Program, and Organizational Project Management
Dragan Z. Milosevic 2010-04-19 Case Studies in
Project, OPM, and Program Management explores project management principles and the PMBOK contents in day-to-day
business situations. This book provides cases studies from the basics of project management as well as from the PMI's
growth, in terms of program management and organizational project management.
Project Management For Dummies
Stanley E. Portny 2013-04-22 The bestselling "bible" of project management In today's
time-crunched, cost-conscious global business environment, tight project deadlines and stringent expectations are the
norm. Now with 25 percent new and updated content, Project Management For Dummies introduces you to the principles of
successful project management and shows you how to motivate any team to gain maximum productivity. You'll learn how to
organize, estimate, and schedule projects efficiently and effectively. You'll also discover how to manage deliverables,
issue changes, assess risks, maintain communications, and live up to expectations by making the most of the latest
technology and software—and by avoiding common problems that can trip up even the best project managers. The latest
information on measuring project management ROI and value to the organization (and customers) Managing Continuous
Process Improvement Examples of formats used for different aspects of project management Managing distressed projects
and managing multiple team projects Hierarchical decomposition and how it can dramatically improve the effectiveness of
project planning and control The latest trend of embracing the use of social media to drive efficiency and improve
socialization New information on managing and resolving conflicts that occur during a project Explanations of concepts
tested in the PMP® certification exam with study tips and practices to help you pass Project Management For Dummies
gives professionals like you everything you need to be successful project managers. (PMI, CAPM, PMP, and Project
Management Professional are registered marks of the Project Management Institute, Inc.)
The Encyclopedia of Operations Management
Arthur V. Hill 2012 This is the perfect "field manual" for every supply chain
or operations management practitioner and student. The field's only single-volume reference, it's uniquely convenient
and uniquely affordable. With nearly 1,500 well-organized definitions, it can help students quickly map all areas of
operations and supply chain management, and prepare for case discussions, exams, and job interviews. For instructors, it
serves as an invaluable desk reference and teaching aid that goes far beyond typical dictionaries. For working managers,
it offers a shared language, with insights for improving any process and supporting any training program. It thoroughly
covers: accounting, customer service, distribution, e-business, economics, finance, forecasting, human resources,
industrial engineering, industrial relations, inventory management, healthcare management, Lean Sigma/Six Sigma, lean
thinking, logistics, maintenance engineering, management information systems, marketing/sales, new product development,
operations research, organizational behavior/management, personal time management, production planning and control,
purchasing, reliability engineering, quality management, service management, simulation, statistics, strategic
management, systems engineering, supply and supply chain management, theory of constraints, transportation, and
warehousing. Multiple figures, graphs, equations, Excel formulas, VBA scripts, and references support both learning and
application. "... this work should be useful as a desk reference for operations management faculty and practitioners,
and it would be highly valuable for undergraduates learning the basic concepts and terminology of the field." Reprinted
with permission from CHOICE http://www.cro2.org, copyright by the American Library Association.
The Standard for Portfolio Management
Project Management Institute 2017 "Portfolio management is an integral part of
the organization's overall strategic plan. The increasing acceptance of portfolio management indicates that the
application of appropriate knowledge, processes, skills, tools, and techniques to select the right work may have a
significant impact on program, project, and organization success. While project and program management continue to focus
on "doing the work right," portfolio management maintains a concern with "doing the right work." The Standard for
Portfolio Management -- Fourth Edition is an expansion of and companion to information provided in A Guide to the
Project Management Body of Knowledge (PMBOK
CAPM/PMP Project Management Certification All-In-One Exam Guide, Fourth Edition
Joseph Phillips 2018-05-11 This up-todate self-study system offers 100% coverage of every topic on the CAPM and PMP exams Thoroughly revised for the current

PMI Project Management Body of Knowledge (PMBOK Guide), this up-to-date resource offers complete coverage of all the
material included on the Certified Associate in Project Management and Project Management Professional exams. You’ll
find learning objectives at the beginning of each chapter, exam tips, and practice exam questions with in-depth answer
explanations. Written by a leading project management consultant and trainer, CAPM/PMP Project Management Certification
All-in-One Exam Guide, Fourth Edition will help you pass the exams with ease and will also serve as an essential on-thejob reference. Covers all exam topics, including: •Project integration management •Managing the project scope •Managing
project time, costs, and quality •Managing project resources •Managing project communications •Managing project risks
•Project procurement management •Managing project stakeholders •Project management processes Electronic content
includes: •750 CAPM and PMP practice exam questions—test yourself by exam domain or take a complete exam •Bonus process
review quiz •Video training from the author •Process ITTO Quick Review Guide •PMP Memory Sheets •Secured Book PDF
Project Planning, Scheduling, and Control: The Ultimate Hands-On Guide to Bringing Projects in On Time and On Budget ,
Fifth Edition : The Ultimate Hands-On Guide to Bringing Projects in On Time and On Budget
James Lewis 2010-10-20 All you
need to execute a project perfectly A new edition of the classic project management book is here, revised and updated
with even more guidelines and real-world examples. This expanded fifth edition provides an applications-oriented
understanding of the issues you must confront and important tips for passing the Project Management Professional exam.
The standard guidebook in the Project Management field for over 20 years Project Planning Scheduling and Control now
offers more strategies for dealing effectively with team members, clients, senior managers and other key stakeholders
and is the perfect prescription for project success. NEW TO THIS EDITION: Chapters on Full-spectrum Project Management
and how to manage a virtual project team Managing and facilitating project meetings Techniques for dealing with
contractors Guidelines for setting up a project office
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A Guide to the Project Management Body of Knowledge
Project Management Institute 2013 Presents the fundamentals of
project management as they apply to a wide variety of projects, covering such topics as project life cycles, scope
definition, activity schedules, risk identification, and stakeholder management.
Rita Mulcahy's CAPM Exam Prep
Rita Mulcahy 2018
Agile Project Management for Government
Brian Wernham 2012 Governments on both sides of the Atlantic have committed to
introducing agile change management for faster results with cheaper implementation at lower risk. The first hands-on
guide is designed to help public sector leaders reap the rewards of agile methods, based on the latest national and
international research.
Contemporary Project Management
Timothy Kloppenborg 2014-01-01 Teach students to master the most proven methods in
project management as well as exciting new techniques emerging from current industry and today’s most recent research
with Kloppenborg’s CONTEMPORARY PROJECT MANAGEMENT, 3E. This text introduces time-tested manual techniques and
progressive automated techniques, all consistent with the latest PMBOK Guide and integrated with Microsoft Project 2013.
The book’s focused approach is ideal for project management courses in both upper-level undergraduate and MBA-level
programs. Students practice manual techniques to ensure that they fully grasp the principles behind the methods before
learning to use Microsoft Project 2013, which is fully integrated into nine chapters of this edition, to complete tasks.
Throughout the text, students have opportunities to build strong portfolios to showcase their skills in future
interviews as they create specific deliverables for real-world projects, whether from working by themselves or as part
of a group. To ensure that students understand the established standards in project management today and to prepare them
to become Certified Project Management Professionals (PMP) if they choose, all content in CONTEMPORARY PROJECT
MANAGEMENT is consistent with the knowledge areas and processes of the fifth edition of the PMBOK Guide. For quick
reference, a list at the beginning of each chapter highlights the PMBOK topics covered, and all glossary definitions are
consistent with the PMBOK Guide. Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product description or the
product text may not be available in the ebook version.
Project Management for Engineering, Business and Technology
John M. Nicholas 2020 Project Management for Engineering,
Business and Technology is a highly regarded textbook that addresses project management across all industries. First
covering the essential background, from origins and philosophy to methodology, the bulk of the book is dedicated to
concepts and techniques for practical application. Coverage includes project initiation and proposals, scope and task
definition, scheduling, budgeting, risk analysis, control, project selection and portfolio management, program
management, project organization, and all-important "people" aspects-project leadership, team building, conflict
resolution, and stress management. The systems development cycle is used as a framework to discuss project management in
a variety of situations, making this the go-to book for managing virtually any kind of project, program, or task force.
The authors focus on the ultimate purpose of project management-to unify and integrate the interests, resources and work
efforts of many stakeholders, as well as the planning, scheduling, and budgeting needed to accomplish overall project
goals. This sixth edition features: updates throughout to cover the latest developments in project management
methodologies; a new chapter on project procurement management and contracts; an expansion of case study coverage
throughout, including those on the topic of sustainability and climate change, as well as cases and examples from across
the globe, including India, Africa, Asia, and Australia; and extensive instructor support materials, including an
instructor's manual, PowerPoint slides, answers to chapter review questions and a test bank of questions. Taking a
technical yet accessible approach, this book is an ideal resource and reference for all advanced undergraduate and
graduate students in project management courses, as well as for practicing project managers across all industry sectors.
Risk Management
Carl L. Pritchard, PMP, PMI-RMP, EVP 2014-12-17 This new edition of Risk Management: Concepts and
Guidance supplies a look at risk in light of current information, yet remains grounded in the history of risk practice.
Taking a holistic approach, it examines risk as a blend of environmental, programmatic, and situational concerns.
Supplying comprehensive coverage of risk management tools, practices, and protocols, the book presents powerful
techniques that can enhance organizational risk identification, assessment, and management—all within the project and
program environments. Updated to reflect the Project Management Institute’s A Guide to the Project Management Body of
Knowledge (PMBOK® Guide), Fifth Edition, this edition is an ideal resource for those seeking Project Management
Professional and Risk Management Professional certification. Emphasizing greater clarity on risk practice, this edition
maintains a focus on the ability to apply "planned clairvoyance" to peer into the future. The book begins by analyzing
the various systems that can be used to apply risk management. It provides a fundamental introduction to the basics
associated with particular techniques, clarifying the essential concepts of risk and how they apply in projects. The
second part of the book presents the specific techniques necessary to successfully implement the systems described in
Part I. The text addresses project risk management from the project manager’s perspective. It adopts PMI’s perspective
that risk is both a threat and an opportunity, and it acknowledges that any effective risk management practice must look

at the potential positive events that may befall a project, as well as the negatives. Providing coverage of the concepts
that many project management texts ignore, such as the risk response matrix and risk models, the book includes
appendices filled with additional reference materials and supporting details that simplifying some of the most complex
aspects of risk management.
Project Management Essentials, Fourth Edition
William P. Athayde 2018-12-04 If you're new to project management or need
to refresh your knowledge,Project Management Essentials, Fourth Edition is the quickest and easiest way to learn how to
manage projects successfully. The concepts presented are not rocket science. They are all common sense. Yet they require
knowledge and discipline - a framework to manage projects right and the will to adhere to it. If you consistently use
the simple tools and templates provided you'll succeed. It's as simple as that. In this book you'll discover: The key
skills and knowledge you'll need to be an effective project manager How to create an effective charter to start your
project off right Guidelines for building a usable project plan Tips for breaking your project work into manageable
pieces Techniques for accurately estimating project cost and schedule Help in building a team and different leadership
styles you might apply to manage them Strategies to deal with conflicts, change, uncertainty, and risk How to report on
the progress of the project and keep everyone concerned happy Project Management Essentials is purposefully written in
short, clear chapters to make project management more easily understood. The authors, all valued senior faculty of PM
College, bring both their business experience and their academic background to make these chapters come alive. This
updated edition offers even more templates and content than the widely used earlier editions and complies with the
latest project management standard, thePMBOK® Guide Sixth Edition.
PMI-ACP Exam Prep
PMP Certification All-in-One For Dummies
Cynthia Snyder Stackpole 2013-09-16 This completely updated guide prepares you
for taking the PMP® certification exam As the most popular project management certification available, the PMP
certification is very difficult to obtain and demands stringent requirements. Thankfully, this All-in-One guide is
packed with valuable information that has been completely updated to offer you the most accurate and helpful information
for taking the exam. The book features up-to-date content that reflects the changes in the Fifth Edition of the Project
Management Body of Knowledge (PMBOK®) and helps you navigate the various requirements to become PMP certified. Plus, new
review questions written by the author serve to enhance your learning process. Contains all things related to becoming
PMP certified, from signing up to take the exam to becoming savvy with the essential areas of PMBOK Helps you make sense
of each domain of the PMBOK: communications management, cost management, human resources management, integration
management, procurement management, quality management, risk management, scope management, and time management Offers
complete coverage of the challenging PMP certification requirements as well as a large selection of practice questions
Features an accompanying website that contains the Dummies Test Engine that boasts hundreds of sample questions This
comprehensive guide will put you on your way to becoming PMP certified. (PMP, PMI and PMBOK are registered marks of the
Project Management Institute, Inc.)
The Game Production Handbook
Heather Maxwell Chandler 2013-03-01 Updated to reflect the rapidly evolving game
development landscape, industry veteran Heather Chandler continues to educate game enthusiasts on the procedures and
processes of game production. This Third Edition presents information that a producer, lead, or studio manager must know
to successfully develop a game from concept to gold master.
Managing Multiple Projects
Michael S. Dobson PMP 2011-09-30 Let’s face it — who among us has only a single project?
Multiple projects are the norm, not the exception, and there are very good reasons why this is so. A lot of projects
simply aren’t big enough to justify the investment of a full-time project manager: having only one is impractical.
Depending on the availability of resources, a multiple project environment can accomplish substantial work while
lowering the overhead burden of project management by consolidating processes. In this book, you will learn how to
recognize the characteristics and to manage effectively in each of these situations, how to plan and organize your work,
how to influence other people who may not report to you in an official supervisory capacity, and how to get results.
This is an ebook version of the AMA Self-Study course. If you want to take the course for credit you need to either
purchase a hard copy of the course through amaselfstudy.org or purchase an online version of the course through
www.flexstudy.com.
CAPM Prep Survival Guide
Frank V. Payne 2009-10-28 This book educates those who are seeking their CAPM(r) certification
on the fundamental knowledge, processes and terminology as defined in the 4th Edition PMBOK(r) Guide.
CAPM Prep Quizzes
Frank V. Payne 2009-10-30 CAPM(r) Prep Quizzes provides you with 1000 questions and answers to pass
the CAPM(r) exam. This book educates those who are seeking their CAPM(r) certification on the fundamental knowledge,
processes and terminology as defined in the 4th Edition PMBOK(r) Guide.
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